Q: What is a popular search engine for ghosts?

Clue: NXZVE-NEM

Answer: [Blank]
Q: Why did the computer sneeze?

Clue: GN KPI P BGZAD

Answer: [Blank]
Q: What is an alien's favorite place on a computer?

Clue: ZAR SWKLR IKY

Answer:

Map the yellow to the blue to crack the codes

K = A
Map the yellow to the blue to crack the codes

I = A

Q: What did the spider do inside the library computer?

Clue: FX TIYG I CGZ NIKG

Answer:
Map the yellow to the blue to crack the codes

\[ U = A \]

Q: Why did the computer show up late to work?

Clue: ST PUW U PUNW WNSLA

Answer: ~ CRACK the CODE ~
Q: Why is the cell phone wearing glasses?

Clue: UK HDMK UKM EDNKZEKM

Answer: CRACK the CODE
Map the yellow to the blue to crack the codes

\[ S = A \]

Q: What do you call a computer superhero?

Clue: S FUHNND FSKNH

Answer: ~ CRACK the CODE ~
~ CRACK the CODE ~

Map the yellow to the blue to crack the codes

\[
R = A
\]

Q: Who chases computer criminals?

Clue: R ORCAIF BFRCAIF

Answer: ~ CRACK the CODE ~
Q: What is a popular search engine for ghosts?
Answer: GHOUL-gle

Q: Why did the computer sneeze?
Answer: It had a virus

Q: What is an alien's favorite place on a computer?
Answer: The space bar

Q: What did the spider do inside the library computer?
Answer: It made a web page

Q: Why did the computer show up late to work?
Answer: It had a hard drive

Q: Why is the cell phone wearing glasses?
Answer: It lost its contacts

Q: What do you call a computer super hero?
Answer: A Screen Saver

Q: Who chases computer criminals?
Answer: A hacker tracker